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With advances in therapeutic interventions, endourology has become standard

of care for the treatment of numerous diseases in the field of pediatric urology.

However, there remains a lack of agreement and evidence on the optimal

approaches and associated complications of endourological treatment of

upper urinary tract conditions in children, namely ureteropelvic junction (UPJ)

obstruction, primary obstructive megaureter, and nephrolithiasis. While

pyeloplasty remains the first-line surgical treatment for pediatric UPJ

obstruction, endoscopic retrograde balloon dilatation (ERBD) and

endopyelotomy continue to gain traction as less invasive means of treating

obstruction, particularly for failed repairs. Studies report success rates ranging

from 76–100% although re-stenosis or need for revision surgery is not

uncommon. Endourological options for the surgical management of primary

obstructive megaureter include ERBD or endoureterotomy, rather than the open

option of ureteroneocystotomy with or without tapering. Both have shown long-

term success rates ranging from 70–90%, however, there is emerging evidence

that these therapies may be associated with a risk of postoperative vesicoureteral

reflux. Meanwhile, for stone disease, shock wave lithotripsy (SWL), flexible

ureteroscopy (URS), and percutaneous nephrolithotomy (PCNL) are mainstays

in the pediatric urologist’s armamentarium. Studies have shown that URS and

PCNL have comparable stone-free rates, although PCNL can be associated with

increased morbidity. Advancements in technology have led to the use of smaller

access sheaths without compromising stone-free rates or increasing long-term

complications. The use of mini-PCNL in the adult population holds great

potential for use in our pediatric patients. The rise of endourology expertise

and improved technology makes it an attractive option that could even be

considered as a first-line option for the treatment of various urinary tract

conditions. Nevertheless, there is a paucity of evidence on outcomes and

complications following its use for treatment of upper urinary tract diseases in

children. This review aims to summarize and present results of endourological

treatments for pediatric UPJ obstruction, primary obstructive megaureter, and

nephrolithiasis, as well as highlight advancements in the field of endourology that

may increase its utilization in pediatric urology in the future.
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1 Introduction

Endourology involves the use of specialized instruments and

expertise to access both the upper and lower urinary tracts with

minimal or no incisions (1). Initially pioneered for use in adult

populations, the adoption of endourologic techniques in pediatric

urology cautiously trailed behind due to discrepancy in size of

instruments and limited scientific studies, among other factors (2).

The use of endourology principles in pediatrics has evolved into a

variety of tools and techniques to manage urinary tract conditions

in children. Surgical management of upper tract diseases, such as

ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) obstruction and primary obstructive

megaureter (POM), had historically been performed open; while

this remains a reasonable option today, particularly for younger

children due to body size, the promise of a minimally-invasive

option has spurred innovations in endourology that have led to

approaches with comparable success rates (3–5). Similarly, the

increasing prevalence of pediatric stone disease over the years has

driven advancements to adequately treat stones and limit

recurrence in children (6). Despite encouraging studies on the

safety and efficacy of endourology in the management of upper

urinary tract diseases in children, there remains a lack of robust

long-term data. This calls for pediatric urologists to have a clear

grasp of the current data while keeping an eye toward future efforts

to improve the field.
2 Ureteropelvic junction obstruction

UPJ obstruction is the most common cause of antenatal

hydronephrosis, with reported incidence of up to 1 in 2,000 (7).

The ubiquity of prenatal ultrasound has led to hydronephrosis

being the most common urologic abnormality detected and this is

often the first indication of UPJ obstruction (3). While conservative

management with observation has been recommended if MAG3

renogram findings indicate > 40% differential renal function,

surgery is the only treatment with curative intent (8). The

dismembered open pyeloplasty has been the gold standard

surgical treatment for UPJ obstruction since it was first described

by Anderson and Hynes in 1949 (9). However, there has been a

steady increase in utilization of minimally invasive surgery (i.e.,

laparoscopic and robotic-assisted pyeloplasty), particularly in the

pediatric population, within the last few decades (10, 11).

Notwithstanding, endourological techniques, such as endoscopic

retrograde balloon dilatation (ERBD) and endopyelotomy, remain

as options for a less invasive means of treating obstruction for failed

repairs (3).

In 1994, Bolton et al. reported a case study on the use of

retrograde endopyelotomy for the treatment of UPJ obstruction in

two boys. The main postoperative symptoms were bladder spasms

and dysuria, but otherwise healing was uneventful. Intravenous

pyelogram (IVP) one year after surgery demonstrated normal

urinary drainage without evidence of hydronephrosis in both

patients (12). Sugita and colleagues followed with a study

evaluating the effectiveness of ERBD for the treatment of UPJ
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obstruction in 17 children. Eight patients (47%) were successfully

treated; six had recurrent or persistent stenosis and the catheter

could not be successfully passed in the remaining three patients

(13). To circumvent difficulties with retrograde catheter

manipulation, Tállai et al. utilized percutaneous antegrade

endopyelotomy in 37 children with an 89% success rate after one

year as assessed with IVPs. Notably, one patient ultimately

underwent pyeloplasty for procedure failure and another required

nephrectomy due to bleeding complications (14). In particular,

when performing endopyelotomy, the surgeon must be aware of the

anatomic relationship between the ureter and the posterior renal

vessels or an anterior crossing vessel to avoid bleeding

complications, which are discussed further below (15).

In a recent study, Ordóñez et al. evaluated the long-term

effectiveness and complications of ERBD for the treatment of

primary UPJ obstruction in 112 children with a mean follow-up

of 66 months. They reported a 76.8% success rate after one

dilatation. Seven required re-dilatation, resulting in a success rate

of 86.6% after two dilatations. Ultimately, two patients experienced

total loss of renal function and seven required open pyeloplasty. The

authors concluded that ERBD is a feasible option for patients,

especially given the short procedure time (< 30 minutes), although

the main disadvantage of this approach is the likelihood of needing

repeat interventions (16). While the success rate of ERBD as a first-

line intervention for UPJ obstruction appears comparable to

pyeloplasty, these experiences are small, dated, and have relatively

short followup. Larger studies with longer-term follow up of

associated complications are warranted.

Despite their acceptance as a treatment option, there are limited

studies on the role of endopyelotomy or ERBD as salvage

treatments following failed pyeloplasty. A 2007 study of 32

children with recurrent UPJ obstruction demonstrated that

endopyelotomy had much lower success rates compared to redo

pyeloplasty (39% vs 100%, p=0.002). Patient age ≤ 4 years and

narrowed ureteral segment > 10 mm were associated with poor

outcomes in those treated with endopyelotomy (17). Table 1

summarizes outcomes of endoscopic management of UPJ

obstruction, including after failed pyeloplasty. The minimally

invasive nature of endourologic re-treatment following

suboptimal results from pyeloplasty may be appealing, but

additional work is necessary to fully characterize outcomes, which

will ultimately drive informed decision making for patients and

their caregivers.

As with any intervention, endourologic management of UPJ

obstruction is not without risks, particularly bleeding due to crossing

vessels at the UPJ. Crossing vessels have been cited as a source of

extrinsic compression leading to obstruction (20). An early study found

that crossing vessels were implicated in two out of three cases of

recurrent obstruction (21). More recent studies have identified the

presence of crossing vessels in 38–58% of children in their cohorts (18,

20). Additionally, a review found that previously undetected crossing

vessels accounted for 31% of failed primary endopyelotomies, which

represents a significant proportion of children who may need a repeat

procedure. Despite this known risk, very few studies screen for crossing

vessels prior to endourologic intervention (22). Thus, pyeloplasty,

whether laparoscopic or robotic, offers the advantage of being able to
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detect crossing vessels at the UPJ and mitigate subsequent bleeding

complications with a vascular hitch (20).
3 Primary obstructive megaureter

POM is a functional obstruction in a segment of the ureter with

subsequent proximal dilatation that may extend up to the renal

pelvis (23). Surgical management is indicated in cases of persistent

obstructive patterns on MAG3 renogram with at least one of the

following: < 40% renal function, worsening renal pelvic dilatation,

febrile UTI despite prophylactic antibiotics, and/or presence of

renal calculi (4, 24). The initial treatment for POM in children

was first described in 1969 and consisted of ureteral reimplantation

with tapering (25). The following year, watchful waiting was

recommended (26). It was not until 1998 that the first report of

endoscopic retrograde balloon dilatation (ERBD) emerged as a

novel treatment for obstructive megaureter. This initial study

included 11 children, of which six improved after a single

dilatation, while the remaining five required two dilatations (27).

Since then, there has been limited work scrutinizing treatments for

POM in children.

In 2007, Angerri and colleagues evaluated the effectiveness of

ERBD as a treatment for POM in seven children, with a mean follow-

up of 31 months. Five out of seven patients had reductions in the

obstructive pattern on MAG3 renogram after one dilatation, while

one patient required a second dilatation to see an improvement (28).

That same year, endoureterotomy was described as a new approach

to the treatment of POM in children. 47 children with a history of

failed conservative management were treated with endoureterotomy

and followed for an average of 39 months. The authors reported a

success rate of 90%, defined as resolution or decrease in
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hydroureteronephrosis and improvement or stability in renal

function as assessed via renal scan. In 71% of patients, there was

complete resolution of hydroureteronephrosis. No leakage,

obstruction, or reflux was observed in any of the patients (29). As

endoscopic technology improved, laser incision and cutting balloons

became adjuncts to ERBD for the treatment of longer obstructions or

persistent stenosis, with success rates of 70–83% without

complications (30–32).

While endoscopic techniques have gained popularity, longer

term studies on efficacy and complications remained limited. A

2015 study by Bujons and colleagues evaluated long-term outcomes

of ERBD in 19 patients with a mean follow-up of 69 months. They

found a 90% initial success rate after one dilatation, with four of

nineteen (21%) requiring repeat dilatation. At the end of the study,

all patients had significant improvement in hydroureteronephrosis

(p<0.001). One patient developed a febrile UTI postoperatively and

was discovered to have vesicoureteral reflux (VUR) on voiding

cystourethrogram (VCUG) (24). This was the earliest report of

postoperative VUR as a potential complication of ERBD.

Subsequently, a group of investigators aimed to identify the rate

and risk factors associated with VUR after ERBD in 20 children. All

patients had VCUGs performed 12 months after surgery, which

identified six ureters (27.2%) with VUR: four required surgical

repair while two cases resolved spontaneously. Reassuringly, re-

dilatation did not seem to affect incidence of VUR. Given that

postoperative VCUGs are not routinely performed in children

unless indicated, the authors concluded that postoperative VUR is

not clinically significant unless accompanied by febrile UTIs, which

none of the patients in the study developed (33, 34).

There have been numerous recommended treatments for

primary obstructive megaureter in children throughout the

decades, beginning with ureteral reimplantation and progressing
TABLE 1 Summary of outcomes of endoscopic management of ureteropelvic junction (UPJ) obstruction.

Reference
Number

of
patients

Patient
age range

Indication
(s) Treatment(s)

Mean
length of
follow-up

Success rate Complications

Bolton et al.
(1994) (12)

2 4-6 years
UPJ

obstruction
Retrograde

endopyelotomy
11.5 months 100%

Urinary frequency, bladder spasms,
dysuria

Sugita et al.
(1996) (13)

16
29 months
(mean)

UPJ
obstruction

ERBD 25 months 47.1%
Inability to pass catheter through UPJ,
persistent and/or recurrent stenosis

Tállai et al.
(2004) (14)

37 4.5-17 years
UPJ

obstruction
Antegrade

endopyelotomy
12 months 89.0%

Renal drain slid back into renal pelvis,
bleeding

Braga et al.
(2007) (17)

18 2-14 years
Failed

pyeloplasty
Retrograde

endopyelotomy
47 months 39.0% Urinary ascites

Kim et al.
(2012) (18)

37 2.7-17 years
UPJ

obstruction

Antegrade and
retrograde

endopyelotomy
34 months 65.0%

Distal ureteral stricture, stent required
repositioning

Ceyhan
et al. (2020)
(19)

21
45.9 ± 46.4
months

(mean ± SD)

Failed
pyeloplasty

ERBD,
retrograde

endopyelotomy
46.9 months

29.4% ERBD, 38.8%
retrograde

endopyelotomy
Urinary tract infection

Ordóñez
et al. (2022)
(16)

112
13.1 ± 21.3
months

(mean ± SD)

UPJ
obstruction

ERBD 66.7 months
76.8% after one

dilatation, 86.6% after
two dilatations

Urinary tract infection, pain,
vomiting, hematuria, pyelonephritis,

total loss of renal function
ERBD, endoscopic retrograde balloon dilatation.
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to recent enthusiasm for endoscopic techniques including ERBD

and endoureterotomy. However, guidelines do not offer a clear

consensus for recommended therapy. While short-to medium-term

success rates with endoscopic modalities have ranged from 76–

100%, there is a paucity of long-term studies to reinforce the

durability of this repair (4, 29, 32). A systematic review suggested

that endoscopic techniques were more effective in children ≥ 12

months of age; in younger patients, this approach may serve as a

temporizing intervention prior to ureteroneocystotomy (4). What is

apparent in the current literature is that the need for repeat

dilatation is not uncommon in order to achieve durable results (4,

24, 27, 28, 33). Thus, appropriate preoperative counseling is

necessary for patients and caregivers who are considering current

endourological options. While there have been few reported adverse

events, there is emerging evidence that postoperative VUR may be a

potential complication (24, 33). However, there is insufficient

current evidence to conclusively recommend routine

postoperative VCUG as a screening modality.
4 Pediatric nephrolithiasis

There has been a rising incidence of pediatric nephrolithiasis

with reports ranging from a 4–10% increase in incidence annually

(35, 36). Proposed drivers of this trend include increased BMI, high

sodium diet, low calcium intake, and increased use of computed

tomography leading to greater detection. Metabolic, anatomic, and

genetic abnormalities also contribute to initial presentation and

recurrence of stone disease. While most small stones pass

spontaneously in children, a-blockers are a reasonable option for

medical expulsion that has been shown to significantly increase the

odds of stone passage (6, 37). For those patients who require

surgical intervention, endoscopic approaches such as shock wave

lithotripsy (SWL), flexible ureteroscopy (URS), and percutaneous

nephrolithotomy (PCNL) have largely replaced open procedures

(6, 38).
4.1 Shockwave lithotripsy

SWL may be offered as first-line treatment for stones of all sizes

as it is the least invasive option and there is a shorter skin-to-stone

distance in children (38). Reported stone-free rates range from 43–

92% (39–42). The American Urological Association (AUA)

indicates that SWL is an acceptable option for stones of any size

or location in children, including those with a total renal stone

burden > 20 mm (43). However, a 2015 meta-analysis showed

stone-free rates with SWL were significantly higher with stones <

10 mm and those located in the proximal ureter (44). Regardless,

this approach has been associated with a relatively higher rate of

retained stone fragments and need for re-treatment; some studies

have shown re-treatment rates ranging from 30% to as high as 55%

(39, 41, 42). Additionally, steinstrasse and abdominal colic were

major complications among 14 published studies, with an overall

incidence of 6% and 6.29%, respectively (44, 45).
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4.2 Flexible ureteroscopy

For ureteral stones or renal stone burden < 20mm, URS is a

reasonable choice, with similar efficacy and safety when compared

to use in adults (46). The AUA recommends URS for ureteral stones

that have failed observation/medical management or for a total

renal stone burden ≤ 20 mm, similar to endorsements from others

(43, 47, 48). When surveyed, pediatric urologists cited a ≥ 6 mm

distal ureteral stone as an indication for URS. However, when

presented with a modest decrease in stone size (5 mm), there was no

clear consensus on an optimal treatment plan, with hydration alone,

hydration with medical expulsion therapy, and URS all equally

represented, demonstrating the nuances that exist when choosing

an appropriate treatment modality (49). While URS has success

rates of 61–98%, larger stone size and lower calyx stone have been

shown to be negative predictors of success (42, 46, 50–57).

Reassuringly, this approach has been associated with minimal

intraoperative complications (50, 52). Meanwhile, reported rates

of postoperative complications have ranged from 2.6–17.5%, with

UTI, hematuria, and pain being the most common adverse events

(42, 50, 54, 56, 58). Additionally, when compared to SWL, URS has

been associated with a greater likelihood of 30- and 90-day

emergency department visits and 30-day readmissions (39).
4.3 Rigid and semi-rigid ureteroscopy

While flexible ureteroscopy has gained popularity and tends to

be preferred in the pediatric population, rigid and semi-rigid URS

are still utilized, particularly with distal ureteral calculi (58). Early

studies of rigid URS in children demonstrated > 90% stone-free

rates although ureteral dilatation was required in approximately one

third of cases (59, 60). Another study found that the rigid

ureteroscope could be easily passed in a majority of children in

their cohort, but 17% required conversion to a flexible ureteroscope

(61). Semi-rigid URS has also been shown to safe and effective, with

complication and stone-free rates comparable to flexible URS (62–

64). However, the success of these approaches have mainly been

demonstrated for distal ureteral stones, as indicated by greater

stone-free rates and fewer complications compared to their use

for proximal stones (63). The use of rigid URS is limited by its larger

caliber scope and potential risk of ureteral trauma (61). Similarly,

semi-rigid URS has been discouraged as a first-line option for

proximal ureteral stones (63). Thus, flexible URS grants the

greatest range of use, including in proximal ureteral and lower

calyx stones (64).
4.4 Percutaneous nephrolithotomy

For renal stone burdens > 20 mm, PCNL is an alternative to

SWL in children (43, 65). Stone-free rates for PCNL are among the

highest of all endourologic stone extraction techniques, ranging

from 73.6–95.5% (55, 66–68). One study found that a greater

number of stones and larger stone size were associated with
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decreased stone-free rates (68). Bleeding requiring transfusion is a

known complication of PCNL occurring in 2.2–17% of patients,

although there have not been any consistent predictors of the need

for transfusion, with some studies citing no associations while

others noting that increasing stone size was associated with

greater risk (67–69). Adapting this technique from the adult

population has meant dilating access tracts to 24–30 French.

However, there have been concerns about the use of adult-sized

instruments for pediatric patients because of the potential risk of

complications with the large size of these instruments relative to

children’s body and kidney sizes (45). Several studies have found an

association between dilation > 22 French and an increased risk of

bleeding (66, 69).

Efforts to decrease the size of percutaneous access have led to

more size-congruence among pediatric patients, with the mini-

PCNL offering 11–20 French caliber access (66). A 2017 systematic

review by Jones et al. found stone-free rates ranging from 85–100%

with mini-PCNL, which have been corroborated with more recent

publications. These promising stone-free rates were accompanied

by modest complication rates ranging from 13-17% (42, 57, 70).

More recent advances have led to the utilization of 4.8 French access

with the micro-PCNL. First used in adults in 2011 and adapted for

the pediatric population in 2015, this modality has shown similar

success rates to traditional PCNL, with stone-free rates ranging

from 80–100% (45, 54, 56, 70). Complication rates are not

significantly different from other techniques, ranging from 6-13%

(54, 56, 70).
4.5 Additional considerations of treatment

URS and PCNL are both reasonable options for ureteral and

renal stones and have been shown to be equally effective, stone size

and location being equal (42, 54, 56, 57). However, when deciding

between these two options, physicians and families should consider

additional factors in their decision making process, including

bleeding risk, hospital length of stay (LOS), and radiation

exposure. Blood loss, irrespective of the need for transfusion, is a

not uncommon sequela of PCNL that may significantly influence

the approach to stone extraction. A randomized control trial found

that blood loss was greater in PCNL compared to URS (55). Various

other studies have found that the use of multiple tracts in PCNL has

been associated with increased blood loss (66, 67). This, coupled

with the fact that there are reports that up to 40% of children

require multiple tracts, means that a significant proportion of

patients may be at risk of bleeding (69). Furthermore, compared

to PCNL, URS has been associated with decreased radiation

exposure and hospital length of stay, with Halinski et al.

reporting LOS of 3 days for URS versus 4.5 days in PCNL

(p<0.001) (42, 54, 56, 57). Thus, while stone-free rate is an

important metric for pediatric nephrolithiasis treatments, it

should not be evaluated in isolation, but rather in the context of

inherent risks of the approach, patient comorbidities, and physician

experience (71). Table 2 provides a summary of outcomes of

endourologic approaches to pediatric stones.
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As endourological techniques and technology have continued to

evolve, minimally invasive options are often the preferred treatment

modality for pediatric stone disease. Nonetheless, there is no clear

consensus on ideal endourologic technique, particularly for cases where

stone size and/or location may be amenable to multiple approaches.

Table 3 briefly summarizes and spotlights the nuances in

recommendations for treatments from the American, Canadian, and

European Urological Associations. Regardless of which option is

pursued, each has its risks and benefits which should be thoroughly

discussed with patients and families to engage them in joint decision

making. Pediatric nephrolithiasis can be a difficult condition to manage

due to the possibility of recurrence, thus a multidisciplinary approach

involving pediatric urologists and pediatric nephrologists may yield the

most benefit for children (49). Additionally, preventing recurrence

involves modifying risk factors such as diet and fluid intake, although

protein intake should not be restricted, as has been conventionally

endorsed for adults, as it may negatively impact children’s growth (6).
5 Future directions

Urinary drainage and decompression using a combination of

nephrostomy tubes, ureteral stents, and/or urethral catheters

following PCNL has been standard of care. In an effort to reduce

postoperative complications and hospital length of stay, tubeless PCN

—i.e., foregoing placement of a nephrostomy tube—was introduced

(38). Patients with a minimal stone burden and no residual stones were

candidates for this tubeless alternative and early retrospective data

supported its use, finding that it was associated with decreased LOS

(74). A randomized controlled trial found no differences in stone-free

rates, bleeding, or postoperative complications between traditional

versus tubeless PCNL in children; notably, those who underwent

tubeless PCNL had a significantly shorter LOS (4.6 vs 7.7 days,

p<0.001) (75). As the next iteration, the totally tubeless PCNL was

introduced, which also omitted the placement of postoperative ureteral

stents, thereby decreasing the likelihood of postoperative irritative

voiding symptoms and eliminating the need for a repeat operation

for stent removal (38). A retrospective study did not find increased

incidence of postoperative complications (76). Meanwhile, a

randomized controlled trial comparing traditional versus totally

tubeless PCNL reported shorter LOS and decreased postoperative

opioid requirements in the totally tubeless group (77). While the

early success of the tubeless and totally tubeless PCNL variants is

promising, studies with greater numbers of patients are warranted to

define appropriate selection criteria and further characterize the safety

of these approaches.

Laser technology is a mainstay of endourological techniques,

particularly for stone fragmentation. Holmium lasers have been well

studied for their use in ureteral and renal stone ablation, but their fiber

size (minimum 200 mm) is a potential limitation as instruments are

miniaturized for use in children (38, 78). Compared to holmium lasers,

thulium laser fibers are emerging as the next generation tool in

endourology due to its higher pulse frequency, lower pulse energy,

improved energy efficiency, and smaller fiber size (50 mm), thusmaking

it a more suitable candidate for use in conjunction with pediatric-sized
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instruments (e.g., micro-PCNL) and allowing for improved access to

stones in difficult locations (79). A randomized controlled trial

comparing use of holmium versus thulium laser fibers in adults

demonstrated greater stone-free rates, shorter operative times, and

decreased bleeding in the thulium laser fibers group (80). A study in the

pediatric population also found higher stone-free rates and lower

likelihood of retained stone fragments (OR 0.39; 95% CI 0.19–0.77)

with use of thulium laser fibers (81). Current evidence seems poised to

support the continued use of thulium laser fibers, however, there

remains a paucity of quality studies, particularly in pediatric urology, to

fully supplant the use of holmium lasers. Hence, this is a potentially
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exciting development in the field of endourology with implications for

both adults and children.
6 Conclusion

Endourology has established itself as a viable, and even first-line,

option for the treatment of upper urinary tract diseases in children.

Numerous conditions previously managed with open procedures are

now amenable to treatment with minimally invasive endourological

techniques. ERBD and endopyelotomy are reasonable options for the
TABLE 3 Summary of treatment recommendations for pediatric stone disease based on stone size and location.

AUA CUA EAU

Uncomplicated ureteral stones
≤10 mm

Observation ± medical expulsion therapy
with a–-blockers

Observation ± medical expulsion therapy
with a–-blockers

Observation ± medical expulsion therapy
with a–-blockers

Proximal ureteral stones
SWL or URS

SWL or URS SWL

Mid to distal ureteral stones URS URS

Total renal stone burden ≤20
mm

SWL or URS

SWL or URS, can consider PCNL

SWL or PCNL

Total renal stone burden >20
mm

SWL or PCNL PCNL
SWL, shock wave lithotripsy; URS, ureteroscopy; PCNL, percutaneous nephrolithotomy; AUA, American Urological Association; CUA, Canadian Urological Association; EAU, European
Association of Urology.
TABLE 2 Summary of outcomes of various endourologic treatments for pediatric stone disease.

Reference Number of
patients

Patient age
range

Stone size and/or
location

Treatment
(s) Stone-free rates Complication

rates

Shokeir et al. (2006)
(41)

166 0.6-14 years 1 to 2 cm SWL, PCNL
45.0% SWL; 86.6%

PCNL
1.1% SWL; 4.9%

PCNL

Saad et al. (2015) (55) 38 1.42-16.0 years >2 cm, renal URS, PCNL
71.4% URS; 95.5%

PCNL
9.5% URS; 40.9%

PCNL

Baş et al. (2016) (56) 45
8.39 ± 4.72 years
(mean ± SD)

1 to 2 cm Micro-PCNL 80.0% 13.3%

Çitamak et al. (2016)
(68)

294
8.51 ± 4.91 years
(mean ± SD)

0.4 to 5 cm PCNL 73.1%% 24.1%

Farouk et al. (2018)
(72)

108 2-12 years
1 to 2 cm, pelvic or

calyces
SWL, mini-

PCNL
55.6% SWL; 88.9%

mini-PCNL
14.8% SWL; 22.2%

mini-PCNL

Senocak et al. (2018)
(67)

97
5 years (3-9); median

(IQR)
1 to 2 cm PCNL 80.9% 5.71%

Anbarasan et al.
(2019) (52)

21 2-16 years 0.5 to 3.5 cm URS 95.0% 0%

Grabsky et al. (2021)
(73)

124
10.0 ± 6.0 years
(mean ± SD)

<2 cm SWL 88.0% 0%

Halinski et al. (2021)
(54)

53 1.5-18 years 1 to 2 cm
URS, micro-

PCNL
84.2% URS; 86.7%

micro-PCNL
2.6% URS; 6.0%
micro-PCNL

Ozkent et al. (2021)
(46)

55
7.2 ± 5.3 years (mean

± SD)
1 to 2 cm URS 81.8% 13.8%

Juliebø-Jones et al.
(2022) (50)

23 1-17 years 0.3 to 4 cm URS 61.0% 17.5%

Mahmoud et al.
(2022) (57)

90 3-14 years 1 to 3 cm
URS, mini-

PCNL
88.9% URS; 95.6%

mini-PCNL
6.7% URS; 15.6%

mini-PCNL
SWL, shock wave lithotripsy; URS, flexible ureteroscopy; PCNL, percutaneous nephrolithomy.
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treatment of UPJ obstruction, although bleeding from crossing vessels

is a possible complication. While short-term success rates are

promising and are comparable to those of pyeloplasty, the need for

revision surgery is a not insignificant risk that should be properly

communicated to patients and families. ERBD and endoureterotomy

can be used in the management of POM, although there is emerging

evidence that postoperative VUR may be a complication. Additional

studies are necessary to evaluate the long-term success rates of these

interventions to define the durability of these repairs. Meanwhile, SWL,

URS, and PCNL have been used in the management of adult stone

disease and their transition to the pediatric realm has shown similar

stone-free rates. The choice of which endourologic approach to pursue

is aided by guidelines but remains nuanced and is influenced by stone

size and location, patient and family preferences, and physician

preference and experience. Innovations in size-appropriate

instrumentation and laser technology continue to make endourology

a safer option for stone extraction in children.
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